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Matheus Pires - Front-end 
Developer

Passionate about software development. I have experience in the 
development of Single Page Applications (SPAs), RESTful-APIs 
and Mobile Applications with React Native, as well as project 
standardization and good programming practices. I am very 
analytical and demanding with my work, reflecting on constant 
evolution and helping to develop the skills of those around me.

☎ Contact Information
📧 E-mail: matheushenriquepires99@gmail.com

📱 Phone: +55 37 99918-6970

� Website: matheuspires.dev

🔗 LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/matheus-pires-521271180

💻 GitHub: https://github.com/MatheusPires99

� Work Experience

numa | Front-end Engineer
Berlin, Germany - (Mar/2021 - today)

I helped numa build the next generation of their products, creating new features, 
applying new technologies and introducing best practices. 

Shout out to the Digital Check-in project where I had the full ownership, architecturing 
and developing new features such as document scanning and returning guest journey, 
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making the user journey easier, faster and with a better experience. The application was 
build with TypeScript, Next.js, TailwindCSS and React Query.

I also worked in other projects like the Website and Trip Manager, which we developed 
new features such as guest account and extend stay using Server Side Rendering and 
Static Site Generation. The application was build with TypeScript, Next.js, GraphQL and 
Styled Components.

Sambatech | Front-end Developer
Belo Horizonte, Brasil - (May/2020 - Mar/2021)

I helped build large scale web applications. These ranged from admin software to 
realtime video applications. 
 Notably, one of the projects I worked on for Ambev was very challenging. Together with 
internal front-end and back-end developers, I architectured and developed a livestream 
platform with a lot of realtime features, such as chat, polls and exclusive discounts on 
other websites. The application was build with JavaScript, React and SWR.

I also worked on a project for Porto Seguro, which we developed an education platform 
with a dashboard for helping people who have lost their jobs because of COVID.

Serafine Clothing | FullStack Developer 
Pará de Minas, Brasil - (Ocr/2019 - May/2020)

I created an internal platform which enabled franchisees to improve their sales and how 
to better manage their stores. The application was build with React and Node.js. 
I also contributed in UI improvements on the e-commerce, which made it more intuitive 
and attractive for customers to use. The technologies I used were HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript.

🛠 Skills
Front-end: ReactJS, NextJS, Styled-Components, Tailwind CSS, Stitches, Radix-
UI, HTML 5, CSS3, XState, React Hook Form, GraphQL;

Mobile: React Native, Styled-Components, Context API, React Native Reanimated;

Back-end: Node.js, NestJS, Express;
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Databases: PostgreSQL;

Programming Languages: JavaScript/TypeScript;

Versioning Tools: Git;

Project Management: Asana, Azure, Monday;

🗣  Languages
Portuguese �
Fluent

English 
Advanced

📚 Education 

Universidade Estácio | Bachelor's Degree in Computer 
Science
2020

UEMG | Bachelor's Degree in Computer Engineering
2017 (unfinished due to Relocation)


